Shadows of culture in psychosis in south India: a methodological exploration and illustration.
Transcultural studies suggest a possible influence of culture on the course and outcome of schizophrenia. However, the notion of culture remains ill-defined in these studies; most often, hypotheses regarding protective factors seem to derive more from stereotyped visions of cultural differences than be empirically based. Explorative studies conducted in south India consider subjective experience as a key mediating variable between culture and course and outcome in schizophrenia. They explore patients and relatives experience and its evolution and aim at identifying the explicit and implicit references to culture throughout the narratives. Ethnographically oriented data collected through an open-ended Turning Point/Period Interview systematically reconstructs the perceived evolution of signs, coping, explanations, reactions and help-seeking from different perspectives. This paper examines the degree of convergence and divergence between narratives collected from a small sample of female schizophrenic patients and one of their relatives. A high degree of convergence at the level of symptoms and differences in their narrative construction are observed.